In terms of evolution and fitness, the most significant spontaneous mutation rate is likely to be that for the entire genome (or its nonfrivolous fraction). Information is now available to calculate this rate for several DNA-based haploid microbes, including bacteriophages with single-or doublestranded DNA, a bacterium, a yeast, and a filamentous fungus.
mutation rates per genome vary by only -2.5-fold, apparently randomly, around a mean value of0.0033 per DNA replication. The average mutation rate per base pair is inversely proportional to genome size. Therefore, a nearly invariant microbial mutation rate appears to have evolved. Because this rate is uniform in such diverse organisms, it is likely to be determined by deep general forces, perhaps by a balance between the usually deleterious effects of mutation and the physiological costs of further reducing mutation rates.
Rates of spontaneous mutation per base pair vary hugely within and between organisms, as if chaotically. Both the kinds of mutations and the processes that generate them are diverse and only partially discovered; the catalogue of errors is large compared with the manual of correct procedure. The rate of even a single well-defined pathway such as G-C -+ AT can vary by more than 2000-fold at different sites within a single gene (1) , presumably under the still largely mysterious influences of local DNA sequence. Is there any underlying order to these mutation rates? If so, it is likely to be found in the most macroscopic measure, the mutation rate per entire genome per round of DNA replication.
A dependable measure of the genomic mutation rate should satisfy several criteria. The experimental mutational target should be large enough to sufficiently sample the genome, and particularly to sample the diverse kinds of mutations that may arise. The mutants should grow at the same rate as their progenitors, or else differential growth should be measured and taken into account in the calculations. (In practice, selection is largely absent from most systems adopted for mutation studies.) The mutations should be expressed in a short fraction of a generation or, if substantial phenotypic lag occurs, it, too, should be quantified and mathematically nullified. The system should have been sufficiently explored so that its limits and artefacts are discovered. For instance, plating density artefacts are universal among microbial systems, although variable in magnitude and direction. Residual growth within screening systems is also common, so that actual population sizes tend to be larger than naively measured. Finally, the pattern of mutation-the mutational spectrum-should have been described at the molecular level. This is important in two respects. First, a spectrum will reveal whether the pattern is reasonably comparable to that in other systems: all kinds of mutations should be represented, and "hotspotting" (high mutability at particular sites within a gene), although typically present, should not overwhelm the response of the target gene. Second, a spectrum enables calculations to estimate what fraction of mutations escape detection.
I am now aware of approximations to such data sets in six organisms (taking the sibling coliphages T2 and T4 to be a single organism). All employ DNA to encode their genomes. Three are cellular organisms and three represent diverse types of bacteriophages. In most of the examples the data are imperfect and compromises had to be made while performing the calculations. Nevertheless, these genomic mutation rates are remarkably similar, while the corresponding average mutation rates per base pair (bp) vary by more than 104-fold. This genomic mutation rate, -0.0033 per DNA replication, has interesting implications for the evolution of mutation rates.
METHODS AND CALCULATIONS
Two methods are commonly used to calculate mutation rates in microbes. One is the fluctuation test of Luria and Delbruck (2) . Many replicate cultures are grown from small mutant-free inocula until roughly half have experienced a mutation, and the cultures are then scored for average population size and for mutants. The mutation rate can then be calculated either by using the entire distribution (method F) or by using only the fraction of cultures without mutants (method FO). Another method is that of mutant accumulation (3). In one protocol (method A), a population is grown until large enough to contain many mutants and the mutant frequency is then followed as a function of population size. Then , = (f2 -f1)/ln(N2/N1), where a = mutation rate per replication, f = mutant frequency (at time 1 or 2) and N = population size (at time 1 or 2). In the more common experimental situation (method AO), several cultures are initiated from small mutantfree inocula and grown extensively, and their mutant frequencies are then determined. Here N1 is not the initial inoculum but rather the value when the population reaches the size when mutation is likely to occur, namely 1/p.. Thus, takingf1 = 0, A. = f/ln(Npu) = 0.4343f/log(Np.), wherefis the median frequency rather than the mean, the latter being overly sensitive to "jackpot" cultures (2 (16) . The mutational target is the rII locus, whose size is taken to be the same as in the closely related phage T4 (see below), namely 3136 bp. When method F was used (17), 87.6 newly arisen r clones (corrected for coincidences) were observed among 22,620 bursts that yielded 1,850,000 progeny. Therefore, the number of DNA replications was 1,850,000 -22,620 = 1,827,380 and the uncorrected mutation rate was 87.6/ 1,827,380 = 4.79 x 10-. Turning again to phage T4 (see below), the rII/r ratio is 0.5% and C = 2.%; thus, Fe = 4.79 E. coli lad. The genome size is 4704 kbp (26) . The lacI target contains 1110 bp (27, 28) and resides either chromosomally or on an F' element, its mutation rate being similar in the two locations (R. 0.4343f/log(N17) = 7.69 x , xbp = 6.93 x 10-10, and 11g = 0.00326.
E. coli hisGDCBHAFE. The his operon contains 7389 target bp (30) . The mutation rate to histidine auxotrophy by method F is 1.17 x 10-6 (31). In the closely related bacterium Salmonella typhimurium, 226 histidine-requiring mutants comprised 74 non-BPS and 152 BPS and, of 140 BPS tested, 28 were CT and 112 were missense (32 (52) . Thus, non-BPS mutants probably make up a substantial fraction of the whole and missense mutations seem relatively well represented, as in the analogous E. coli lacI system; therefore, I used the lacI value of C = 1.6. The mutations arose in a two-component balanced heterokaryon (53 conidium. However, the mutations are recessive and'only mononuclear mutant conidia are scored; these are 20% of the conidia, and the mutant frequency must therefore be increased 5-fold. As with the S. cerevisiae CAN) locus, let C -3.12. Thus,f= 2.7 x 10-7 x 3.12 x 5 = 4.21 X 10-6. Then = 0.4343f/log(NN) = 7.39 x 10-, Zbp = 4.64 x 1010, and mg= 0.0195. With method A, the regression slope (when 0, 0 was the obligate intercept) was 9 .78 x 10-9 mutants per conidium per division. As above, this value must be adjusted by 5 x 3.12 to obtain gt = 1.52 x 10-v. Then Ibp = 9.% X 10-11 and jig = 0.00417.
RESULTS
Thirteen spontaneous genomic mutation rates could be estimated, scattered among three different kinds of bacteriophages, a bacterium, a yeast, and a filamentous fungus (Table  1) . It is perhaps surprising that more examples are not available, several favorite experimental microbes or genes being conspicuously absent, but the requisite data are lacking.
The two value-pairs given in parentheses in Table 1 
DISCUSSION
In a group of DNA-based microbes whose genome sizes vary by 6500-fold and whose average mutation rates per base pair vary by 16,000-fold, mutation rates per genome vary by only 2.5-fold (excepting two well-defined outliers). It is remarkable that the range of genomic mutation rates is so small in view of the difficulties encountered in making the estimates and because of uncertainties as to whether these organisms are fair samples of populations undoubtedly polymorphic for mutation rate. Indeed, a much more crude 1968 sample (56) exhibited much more variability.
A common mutation rate for such diverse organisms, whose genomes are composed of either single-stranded (phage M13) or double-stranded DNA, and which include both lysogenic and lytic bacteriophages, bacteria, and mi- crobial eukaryotes, strongly implies that this rate is highly evolved. Indeed, this rate must have been shaped in response to evolutionary forces of a very general nature, forces independent of kingdom and niche. Students of the evolution of mutation rates have postulated a number of driving forces (57, 58) . Natural selection in favor of newly arisen mutants will select indirectly for organisms with higher-than-average mutation rates, although recombination will subsequently separate the selected locus from the up-modifier of mutation rate and will thus relax the selection for increased mutation rates. Conversely, organisms with higher-than-average mutation rates will produce more mutationally defective offspring, so that selection will favor down-modifiers of mutation rates. However, the reduction of mutation rates by down-modifiers is achieved only at some physiological cost, such as the expenditure of resources to encode and operate more systems for preventing mutation, or the slowing of replication to permit extant systems to operate more efficiently. These factors are of the desired generality, and some closely approached equilibrium among them-particularly between the deleterious impact of mutations and the cost of further reducing mutation rates-is likely to be responsible for the observed value.
The large (104-fold) range in mutation rates per base pair among these microbes seems inconsistent with the operation of any simple, universal molecular evolutionary clock (a constant rate per year of neutral evolution), as is much discussed for metazoans and sometimes suggested for bacteria (59, 60) . Rates of molecular evolution are usually calibrated with BPSs, which make up variable fractions ofthe genomic rates in Table 1 , but this variation is sporadic and much smaller than 104-fold. For such a clock to operate, it would have to be stabilized by an extraordinary balance among total mutation rate, fraction of neutral mutations, and average generation time, parameters not obviously related to microbial genome size.
The mutation rates in Table 1 were obtained by using cells growing in an often rich mixture of nutrients in a usually aerobic environment. Thus, the mutations will have arisen as a simple mixture of unforced errors of DNA replication plus the consequences of DNA damage directly attendant upon ordinary cellular metabolism and tightly linked temporally with DNA replication itself. The contrasting condition, more likely to obtain in nature, is that of a microbe spending most of its time malnourished and only occasionally encountering a burst of nutrients (61) . Such a microbe would be subject to a barrage of mutagens of natural origin and its mutation rate Genetics: Drake Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 88 (1991) might thus contain a substantial replication-independent, time-dependent component; it might even deliberately increase its mutation rate at such times (62) (63) (64) . It would therefore be interesting to learn whether time-dependent spontaneous mutation rates are subject to constraints as strong as those shaping replication-dependent rates.
Finally, I would note that the regularity of the relationships manifest in Table 1 
